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ABSTRACT
Fundamentally understanding reaction mechanisms during Li-0 2 cell operation is critical for
implementing Li-air batteries with high reversibility and long cycle life. In this thesis, the
rotating ring disk electrode (RRDE) technique has been used to probe the influence of different
electrolyte solvents on the stability of the superoxide radical produced on planar glassy carbon
and Au electrodes. It was found that the fraction of oxygen reduction reaction current attributable
to superoxide generation exhibits a solvent-invariant potential dependence on carbon, with a
higher fraction of superoxide produced at lower discharge overpotentials. This trend is in support
of a proposed growth model for different Li 20 2 morphologies, where Li20 2 growth is governed
primarily by disproportionation of superoxide at low overpotentials and direct electron transfer at
high overpotentials. On Au, superoxide stability exhibits a strong solvent dependence, which can
be explained in terms of the effect of the electrolyte solvent basicity on the stability of the Li+-
02~ ion pair.
This study highlights the potential use of RRDE as a tool to gain insights into Li-0 2 reaction and
growth mechanisms and the contribution of soluble intermediate species to parasitic reactions in
practical Li-air batteries.
Thesis Supervisor: Yang Shao-Horn
Title: Gail E. Kendall Professor of Mechanical Engineering
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1. Introduction
1.1. Motivation
Over the past three decades, the scientific consensus that increased fossil fuel consumption is
leading to irreversible climate change has solidified.' This realization, coupled with the depletion
of fossil resources has generated interest in wind, solar, tidal and geothermal power as future
energy sources. These energy sources are however irregular in nature, and therefore must be used
within a framework of comprehensive energy storage, primarily via batteries and chemical fuels
such as hydrogen and biofuels.
One major renewable energy need is in the area of transportation. 28% of all fossil fuel usage is
directly related to transport2, and with the growth of the global economy, increased demand for
automobiles threatens to escalate global CO 2 emissions even further. Finding adequate energy
storage alternatives to fossil fuels for electromotive applications should therefore be a key
component of any future clean energy infrastructure.
Batteries are attractive as energy storage devices due to their portability and suitability to a wide
variety of portable electronic applications. Lithium-ion batteries in particular have been
successfully used in a wide range of devices such as phones, laptops and remote sensors. Despite
their relatively effective commercialization, most lithium-ion battery configurations have low
1 http://www.ipcc.ch/publicationsanddata/ar4/syr/en/mains2-4.html
2 Institute for Energy Research Report. Hard Facts: An Energy Primer (online at
http://instituteforenergyresearch.org/hardfacts.pdf)
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energy storage capabilities and would be too costly for more energy-intensive applications such
as electric grid load leveling and fully electric vehicles.
The gravimetric energy density (in Wh per kilogram of active material weight) of any battery
chemistry can be calculated based on the potential difference (in volts) between anodic and
cathodic half-reactions, and the amount of charge stored per unit weight of material (or capacity,
in mAh/g). Figure 1 plots the reaction potentials and associated gravimetric capacities of
selected battery half-reactions.' The gravimetric energy density of each configuration equals the
product of the gravimetric capacity and overall cell reaction potential, i.e. the potential difference
between cathodic and anodic redox levels. State-of-the-art lithium-ion cathodes such as LiCoO 2
and LiNio.5Mno.50 2 have theoretical energy densities ranging between 500 - 600 Wh/kgcathode, but
practical energy densities (including the weight of other cell package components such as
electrolyte, separator and binder) of 30 - 40% of that value, and would be impractical for electric
vehicle applications, which require batteries with energy density of at least 500 Wh/kg at the
package level.2 ,3
Lithium-oxygen (Li-0 2) batteries, on the other hand, are projected to store 1500 - 2000
Wh/kgcathode,4 and are thus attracting increasing attention as future energy storage units for
automotive applications. This thesis will focus exclusively on using electrochemical techniques
to fundamentally understand and thereby improve energy storage capabilities in prototypical
non-aqueous Li-0 2 batteries.
12
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Figure 1 Cathodic and anodic reaction Ipotential ranges and corresponding gravimetric capacities
of selected lithium battery chemistries.1
1.2 Operation and Challenges
Li-0 2 batteries differ from traditional Li-ion batteries in that rather intercalating into a host
lattice, Li ions react directly with oxygen from air dissolved in the electrolyte, resulting in the
formation of lithium-oxygen compounds. In rechargeable non-aqueous Li-0 2 batteries, Li* ions
are formed from the oxidation of 'netallic Li at the anode and travel through the electrolyte to the
cathode during discharge. At the cathode, is oxygen is simultaneously reduced in the presence of
these Li+ ions to form a solid, insoluble Li2O2 phase (Figure 3), while electrons in the external
circuit perform electrical work. This process is reversed during charge with the decomposition of
Li 20 2, evolution of molecular oxygen and plating of Li at the anode.
This open framework of operation dispenses with the need to use heavy transition metal-based
cathodes, which are typically employed in intercalation structures in Li-ion batteries. The loss of
these transition metals and their replacement with lightweight materials (such as carbon) as
13
positive electrodes is expected to contribute to the high energy density of Li-0 2 batteries.
Additionally, since the capacity of the battery is theoretically limited by the filling of void
volume in the cathode, the combination of a high theoretical capacity of Li 20 2 (1168 mAh/gu20 2)
and highly porous cathodes is expected to boost these gains even further.
Much research over the last two decades has gone into the development of Li-0 2 positive
electrodes that can realize the projected gravimetric energy density gains over lithium-ion
batteries. Gravimetric power and energy densities based on the cathode weight for selected
lithium-ion and Li-0 2 cathodes are shown in the Ragone plot in Figure 2.4 At a gravimetric
power of ~100 W/kg, lithium-ion cathodes such as LiCoO 25 and LiNiO. 5Mn. 50 26 can deliver
energy densities between 500 - 800 Wh/kg, while various Li-0 2 cathodes based on graphene,
carbon nanofibers, and Vulcan carbon have demonstrated 1800 - 2800 Wh/kg. These energy
densities suggest that Li-0 2 batteries provide a route to achieving 3 - 5 times the energy density
of current lithium-ion battery configurations.
14
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Figure 2 Ragone plot showing gravimetric power and energy densities based on the cathode
weight for selected lithium-ion and Li-0 2 batteries. Li-0 2 cathodes considered are based on
freestanding hierarchically porous carbon (FHPC graphene)7, carbon nanofibers (CNF)8 , Vulcan
carbon (VC)9, Super P carbon" and pristine Nao.44MnO2 nanowires/Ketjen black (P-Z
MnO 2/KB)' .
Although laboratory-scale lithium-oxygen cells have demonstrated gravimetric energy densities
that are -several-fold higher than those of current Li-ion batteries7' ' ' at the positive electrode
level, Li-0 2 battery technology still faces several device-level challenges for practical
application, such as high charging overpotentials, low rate capability and poor cycle life.
One of the major fundamental impediments to such practical application is the inability to find
an electrolyte that is chemically stable to oxygen reduction reagtion (ORR) intermediates and
products. In early studies, organic carbonate-based electrolyte solvents commonly used in
lithium-ion batteries were used in electrolytes for prototypical Li-0 2 cells. They have however
been shown to react with the superoxide (02~) ORR intermediate 14-16, resulting in the formation
of side products such as Li 2CO 3, HCO2Li and CH3CO 2Li duing discharge. These species were
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found to be difficult to decompose during charge and to accumulate during electrochemical
cycling, leading to observed capacity losses and high charging overpotentials. Despite the
widespread transition to relatively more stable ether-based solvents, where Li2 0 2 is the principal
discharge product, electrolyte decomposition and capacity fade continue to persist10, presumably
as a result of ether autooxidation in the presence of 02.17 Silane and amide-based solvents have
also been evaluated for use as electrolyte solvents in Li-air batteries. While an oligoether-
functionalized silane solvent exhibited improved stability compared to organic carbonates, some
electrolyte degradation was observed by Fourier-Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR).18
Recent reports have suggested a high degree of direct chemical reactivity between the superoxide
radical or the final discharge product Li2 0 2 and carbon to form Li2 CO319 ,2 0 , which then
contributes further to the high charging overpotentials and poor cyclability seen in carbon-based
Li-0 2 cells. Additionally, the superoxide radical has also been shown to react with other cell
components such as salt and binder. Chemically generated superoxide has been observed to
readily dehydrofluorinate the common binder material polyvinylidene difluoride (PVDF)21
resulting in the formation of fluorine-related side products. Similar species have identified by
XPS in Li-0 2 cathodes discharged in electrolytes with non-fluorine-containing salts.1 2 XPS has
been further used to identify halide species related to the degradation of anions in LiBF4, LiTFSI,
LiPF6 and LiCIO 4 salts used in Li-0 2 cathodes2 2 suggesting that Li2 0 2 is slightly unstable in the
presence of most lithium salts currently used in electrolyte configurations for nonaqueous
lithium-oxygen batteries.
16
Negative Electrode Positive Electrode
Figure 3 Schematic illustrating working principles of a Li-0 2 cell. During discharge, Li+ ions
from the anode travel through Li-containing electrolyte and combine with reduced oxygen at the
cathode to form Lix0 2, where x is typically 2 (Li20 2). The reverse process is expectedto occur
on charge.
Due to the scale and complexity of possible chemical interactions between various cell
components and electroactive species/intermediates involved in Li-0 2 electrochemistry,
understanding the identity, stability and degree of solubility of Li-0 2 reaction intermediates
under various environmental conditions is a critical task. In particular, such an effort will be key
to identifying reaction mechanisms responsible for the formation and growth of Li2O2, but also
for assessing the effect of reaction intermediate stability on discharge product chemistry and the
aforementioned device-level performance challenges such as low roundtrip efficiency and poor
cycle life.
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1.3 Current Understanding of the Li-ORR Pathway
The ORR mechanism on some noble metal electrode and carbon surfaces in nonaqueous
electrolyte solvents with tetra-alkylammonium-containing salts has been fairly well established
from electrochemical techniques.1 4 2 3 Oxygen reduction proceeds by highly reversible le-
transfer to molecular oxygen at ~ 2.0 V vs Li/Li* (all voltages hereafter referred to as 'V'
referenced to Li/Lie redox), forming stable, soluble superoxide species which are then solvated
by the aforementioned cations (Figure 4). An example of such a reaction with the
tetrabutylammonium cation is as follows:
TBA+ +02+ e- " TBAO 2  (1)
A similarly detailed understanding of the ORR in the presence of Li+ ions has proven more
elusive. This is due to the relative chemical instability of the O2/LiO2 species, which is presumed
to be the first intermediate formed upon ORR (analogous to reaction 1, with Li* replacing
TBA*). This species can react with cell components as discussed above, or undergo a chemical
disproportionation reaction with other LiO2 radicals to produce a solid-phase Li 2 0 2 , which
precipitates on and passivates the electrode, inhibiting any further reaction.
18
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Figure 4 CVs showing ORR and OER in 0.5M TBAC1O4 in DME and GC, polycrystalline Au,
Pt and Ru electrodes and in 0.1 M LiC1O4 in DME (increased 5 x for comparison with ORR and
OER in TBA) on glassy carbon at 20 mV/s.24
The first direct observation of superoxide-related reaction intermediates during Li-ORR was
reported by Peng et al 5 who studied the Li-ORR with in situ Raman spectroscopy. Upon
holding an Au electrode at an applied bias of 2.2 V vs Li/Li* in an acetonitrile-based electrolyte,
a Raman peak attributable to the 0-0 stretching frequency in Li0 2 was observed at 1137 cm'
After ~ 4 min of sustained polarization, a new peak corresponding to the 0-0 stretch in Li 20 2
emerged at 808 cm-' at the expense of the original superoxide peak. The sequential formation of
Li2 0 2 after Li0 2 suggests that one possible mechanism for the formation of Li20 2 is analogous to
proton-induced disproportionation of HO223 , where the formation of Li20 2 proceeds via Li*-
induced chemical disproportionation of LiO 2 :
2LiO2.-> Li2 02+ 02 (2)
19
Cyclic voltammetry measurements obtained using the rotating ring disk electrode (RRDE)
technique also suggest that LiO2 has limited solubility in some electrolyte solvents such as
dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) 26,27. This is inferred from the positive ring currents observed during
ORR on the disk electrode while the ring electrode is held at a sufficiently high potential (~ 3 -
3.5 V vs Li/Lie) to oxidize superoxide-related species convected from the disk surface. These
two observations together result in one possible Li20 2 formation reaction mechanism where the
generation of LiO 2 corresponds to a process analogous to that of step 1 followed by step 2.
The persistence of stable and highly nucleophilic 02~-related species during ORR has been
deemed responsible for the degradation of electrolyte solvents 0 , salt12 and binder2,21, which has
been shown to result in poor cycle life in Li-0 2 cells, as previously discussed.
While steps 1 and 2 comprise a plausible reaction mechanism for Li20 2 formation, there is
evidence from literature for a different mechanism, where step 1 is followed by electron transfer
to the superoxide species:
Li+ + LiO2 + e -> Li 20 2 (3)
Recent differential electrochemical mass spectrometry (DEMS) measurements during linear
sweep voltammetry and galvanostatic discharge in ether and DMSO-based electrolytes have
given evidence that ~2e-/mole of 02 is consumed during Li-ORR on carbon in DME28. While
this result is consistent with the formation of LiO2 (step 1) followed by very fast chemical
disproportionation (step 2), the authors report no evidence for a le- reduction of 02 to form 02~
/LiO 2-type species at any ORR potentials at or below 2.75 V, as would be expected from
25spectroscopic measurements . A consecutive electron transfer step such as that depicted in step
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3 was therefore deemed by the authors as more likely to be the dominant reaction mechanism in
the formation of Li2 O2 .
Thus, while the overall reaction attributed to the formation of Li2 0 2 is 2Li + 02 + Li20 2 , two
different pathways for the formation of Li20 2 are possible: upon the generation of LiO 2 in step 2,
Li 20 2 formation may proceed via chemical disproportionation in step 3 or consecutive electron
transfer to LiO 2 in step 4. Well-defined investigative schemes where the kinetics of the Li-0 2
reaction and the stability of LiO 2 can be simultaneously monitored as a function of the electrolyte
and reaction surface used as well as applied potential are therefore critical for identifying a
generalizable reaction mechanism.
1.4 Morphological characteristics of Li 2O2
In addition to the role of intermediates on Li2 0 2 formation and parasitic reactivity, questions
remain regarding the effect of LiO 2 lifetime on the growth mechanisms of Li 20 2, and in particular
on the various discharge product morphologies that have been observed in Li-0 2 cathodes. In
particular, large toroids and disc-shaped features (see Figure 5b) have been observed in various
carbon-based cathodes.7,8,i, 29 While the growth of mechanism of these toroidal features are not
yet completely understood, they represent a possible route to efficiently filling the void volume
of the cathode and hence result in high energy density Li-0 2 batteries, in contrast to thin-film
deposits of Li20 2, which poorly utilize the available pore space in the cathode.
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(Figure 5 Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) images of (a) pristine Vulcan Carbon electrode
(b) Vulcan Carbon electrode discharged at 100 mAg1 (to 2500 mAh gearbon~1) and (c) Vulcan
Carbon electrode discharged at 1000 mAg' (to 1400 mAhgebaron~) 9
Several studies have been devoted to understanding nucleation, growth and decomposition
mechanisms of these toroidal morphologies, which range from several hundred nanometers to ~
Ipm in size. 29-31 These studies have been particularly motivated by the apparent discrepancy
between these feature sizes and the fact that Li20 2 is a bulk insulator with a band gap of between
4 - 5 eV32-3 4, and has been shown to be limited to a thickness of 5 - 1Onm when
electrochemically grown on planar electrodes. 3 5,36 Recent studies have suggested that these two
morphologies of Li 20 2 exhibit a discharge rate/overpotential dependence, with toroids forming at
low applied ORR overpotentials (> 2.74 V) and thin deposits at large applied potentials (< 2.6V)
and current densities. 30,37 It has additionally been shown from galvanostatic tests3 0' 37 and the
potentiostatic intermittent titration technique37 that the toroidal morphologies have higher
charging potential potentials than the thin-film deposits of Li2 0 2 . This difference in Li 2O2
decomposition overpotential raises the prospect of fundamental surface chemical/electronic
differences between these different structures.
To probe this possibility, surface sensitive X-ray absorption near edge structure (XANES)
measurements of the different morphologies were made, and suggest that disc-shaped Li20 2 have
22
(c) n
superoxide-like surface chemistry, while particles are largely stoichiometric. 3 7 Such a
discrepancy in surface chemistry is in agreement with the hypothesis that disc-like Li20 2 is
formed by the agglomeration and subsequent disproportionation of superoxide (steps 1 and 2),
while particulate Li 20 2 grows largely via direct, surface mediated electron transfer to LiO 2 (steps
1 and 3).
Systematically investigating the dependence of LiO 2 lifetime on applied potential, as well as the
nature of the electrolyte solvent and reaction surface is therefore critical to understanding its
contribution to the formation of Li20 2 and/or parasitic products.
1.5 Scope of Work
This thesis reports an investigation of superoxide formation kinetics and stability by means of the
rotating ring disk electrode (RRDE) technique, using carbon and Au as reaction surfaces and 1,2-
dimethoxyethane (DME), dimethylformamide (DMF) and DMSO as electrolyte solvents. RRDE
is a technique that can be used for studying electrode reactions coupled to homogeneous
reactions, where some knowledge about disk electrode reaction products can be inferred by
measuring current at the annular ring. It is thus a suitable technique for monitoring the
relationship between the kinetics of LiO 2 formation on various potential cathode reaction
surfaces, and its subsequent stability in a variety of electrolyte solvents.
Carbon was chosen as a reaction surface because it is the most widely studied cathode surface in
prototypical Li-0 2 batteries. 3,4 ,25 ,38 Carbon is particularly attractive for its low cost, high
conductivity, low density and availability in a large number of highly porous architectures (see
Figure 5a). Such properties are highly desirable for Li-0 2 cathodes intended for energy-intensive
but affordable applications, where an electronically conducting scaffold would be required for
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efficient 02 reduction, and a high void space necessary for high energy density. Additionally, Au
was chosen as a reaction surface because, with the exception of low cost and density, it possesses
similar qualities, but represents a potential improvement over carbon for its potentially higher
chemical stability against the superoxide radical compared to carbon. Thus, nanoporous Au is
attracting increasing attention as a Li-0 2 cathode13,39 and was recently shown for the first time to
promote long-term reversible cycling of a Li-0 2 battery. 13
DME has received substantial interest as an electrolyte solvent because: (1) in contrast to organic
carbonate-based electrolytes, DME is moderately stable against the superoxide radical' 4 and (2)
it has been shown to have a very high oxygen solubility4 0 and excellent oxygen transport
9properties at high discharge rates .
DMF was chosen because, like DME, it has been shown to be reasonably stable toward the
superoxide radical2 3 ,4 1 ,4 2 in the presence of tetraalkylammonium cations, and was recently
evaluated as an electrolyte solvent for Li-air batteries.39
DMSO was selected because it was recently shown to promote 95% capacity retention over 100
cycles when used as electrolyte solvent with a nanoporous Au cathode.' 3 Interestingly, such
capacity retention was not realized with analogous Au cathodes in DMF3 9 and DME1 3-based
electrolytes, where more extensive electrolyte decomposition occurred during ORR.
This study aims to understand the relationship between Li-0 2 reaction intermediate stability and
the nature of the electrode/electrolyte by systematically studying intermediate reactivity for each
possible electrode-electrolyte couple among the parameters chosen. By so doing, it becomes
possible to decouple the unique influence of each reaction surface and electrolyte solvent on the
24
stability of these reaction intermediates, and their subsequent effect on the electrochemical
reversibility of the Li-0 2 reaction.
25
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2 Experimental Methods
2.1 RRDE operation
In a conventional rotating disk electrode (RDE) setup, the kinetics of an electron transfer
reaction (for instance, the conversion of the electroactive species, 0, to the product R via a
heterogeneous electron-transfer reaction 0 + e -> R) can be readily inferred for a given surface.
Conceptually, this is achieved by controlling the potential bias applied to the electrode at which a
reaction of interest occurs (known as the working electrode), and measuring the corresponding
current response at different rotation speeds. RDE is a particularly attractive technique because
the steady state velocity profile in the vicinity of the electrode can be rigorously, calculated from
hydrodynamic equations. 43 This allows the prediction of seady state diffdsion-limited currents at
known rotation speeds and the inference of kinetic parameters by extrapolation to effectively
infinite rotation rates (for instance, in Koutecky-Levich analysis).43
rAu
Carbon dis
Figure 6: Schematic showing design of RRDE. Electroactive species of interest generated at the
disk electrode are iadially convected (by rotation) to the ring electrode, where they can detected
(oxidized or reduced) by setting the ring at the appropriate potential.
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Since the RDE features a single electrode surface, however, information about the products
swept away by rotation cannot be easily discerned. The insertion of an independent annular ring
electrode in the rotating ring disk electrode configuration (Figure 6) overcomes this limitation, as
soluble species generated on the disk are pushed toward the ring by the radial flow of the fluid
induced by rotation.
By simultaneously measuring the current on the ring during the electrode reaction on the disk, it
is possible to measure properties of species generated at the disk surface. For example, by
measuring the ring current while holding it at a fixed potential where R is oxidized back to 0,
and simultaneously keeping the disk at at a potential so as to reduce 0 to R (Figure 7), the
number of R species successfully detected at the ring compared to the that generated at the disk
can be estimated for a series of different rotation speeds. Examining this ratio (ring current/disk
current) as a function of rotation speed can provide an estimate of the reaction rate between R
with various electrolyte solvents (since if a such a reaction exists, the ring current/disk current
ratio will be lower than expected for a nonreactive species). A similar approach has been used to
estimate the first-order rate constant of the reaction between superoxide and propylene
carbonate. 44
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Carbon disk ring
O0' R //r
Figure 7 Schematic of section view of RRDE, illustrating its operation. Reduction of 0 at the
disk is followed by oxidation of R at the ring. Arrows indicate direction of electron flow.
2.2 Electrode Preparation
Electrochemical measurements were performed in glass three-electrode cells (Chemglass, USA).
Working electrodes consisted of polycrystalline gold (Au) and glassy carbon (GC) (0.196 cm 2
disks; Pine, USA) surfaces, surrounded by a gold ring with 6.5 mm internal diameter and 7.5 mm
external diameter. All working electrodes were polished to a 0.05 gm mirror-finish, ultra-
sonicated in deionized water (18.2 M2 -cm, Millipore) for 5 min and vacuum-dried at 750C for 8
hours before each experiment. All electrodes were kept in the vacuum oven and directly
transferred to a water-free glovebox (H20 < 0.1 ppm, Mbraun, USA) without exposing to the
ambient.
The three-electrode cell used for RRDE measurements donsisted of a lithium-foil counter
electrode and a bulk disk as the working electrode. The reference electrode consisted either of a
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lithium foil or a silver wire immersed in 0.1M TBAClO 4 (Sigma Aldrich) and 0.01M AgNO 3
(BASi) in acetonitrile, which was calibrated against Li immersed in the chosen electrolyte.
RRDE experiments were performed in a water-free glovebox. Electrolyte solvents used were 0.1
M LiClO 4 in DME (BASF, USA), 0.1 M LiClO4 in DMSO (Novolyte, USA) and 0.1M LiClO 4
in DMF (Sigma Aldrich)
Electrolyt Conter Electrode
Figure 8 Rotating disk electrode setup showing working, reference and counter electrodes.
Figure Credit: Yi-Chun Lu
2.3 RRDE Collection Efficiency Calibration
In this thesis, the RRDE is primarily used to oxidize, or collect, soluble intermediate species
generated during oxygen reduction/evolution at the disk by holding the ring at the appropriate
potential. The expected diffusion-limited ring current for an analogous disk current during
rotation can be estimated by solving convective-diffusion equations with a fluid concentration
profile set such that, under steady-state conditions, the concentration of reactant species at the
disk and ring surfaces respectively is zero. The expected diffusion-limited ring current for a
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given disk current can then be easily calculated for any RRDE geometry by solving these
equations. The ratio of the ring current, i,. to the disk current, id, is known as the collection
efficiency, N, of the electrode:
ir (4)
For an RRDE of disk radius ri, and inner and outer ring radii of r2 and r3 respectively, N is
independent of the concentration and transport of properties of the reactants, and is described by:
N -(aj)+ 222{[( a) ] (5)N =1 - F + # [1l - F(a)] - (1 + a + #)1-F (1+ a + # 
3. ,3 3)2/3
wherea= 2- _1, = ( 3 _ r 2  and the function F is defined by
3 /(1 + /3)3 3 261/3 _ 1 1
F(l) = ln )1 + - tan 1  31/2 +
Following a similar approach to that of Paulus et al45, the intrinsic RRDE collection efficiency
was calibrated with the ferrocene (Fc)/ferrocenium (Fc*) redox couple, where diffusion-limited
Fc oxidation disk currents were compared to analogous Fc* reduction ring currents, with the ring
set at 3.0 V, at 400, 600 and 900 rpm. Au and glassy carbon electrodes were prepared as
described above and the electrolyte was 0.5mM Fc in 0. 1M LiClO 4 in DME.
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2.4 Superoxide Collection Experiments
To investigate the effect of rotation on superoxide collection, cyclic voltammograms (CV) were
obtained between 2 - 4.5 V and 400 - 2700 rpm in 0 2-saturated electrolyte, with the ring held at
3.5 V. Working electrodes were first prepared by the procedure described above in the electrode
preparation section. The working electrode was immersed into an Ar-purged electrolyte for 20
minutes prior to each cyclic voltammetry or chronoamperometry experiment. After steady-state
CVs were obtained in Ar (2.0 - 4.5 V, 50 mVs 1 ), the cell was purged with 02 for 20 min and
similar CVs were obtained in 0 2-saturated electrolyte at 50 mVs' at 400, 900, 1600 and 2700
rpm while the ring was held at 3.5 V.
In order to systematically investigate the effect of applied potential on the formation of
superoxide (i.e. as a fraction of total ORR charge), collection experiments were performed as
follows: the disk potential was stepped from open circuit voltage (OCV) of 3.0 - 3.2 V to
selected potentials between 3.0 and 2.0 V (2.9, 2.8, 2.7, 2.6, 2.5, 2.4, 2.2 and 2.0 V) at 900 rpm
for 3 min at each potential, while the ring was held at 3.5 V. The procedure was repeated in 02-
saturated electrolyte, with the ring again held at 3.5 V to oxidize superoxide produced during
oxygen reduction.
For the Au disk, potential cycling was performed between 3.1 - 3.15 V during Ar and 02 purging
to inhibit the formation of hydroxide species' 4 . Additionally, for chronoamperometric
experiments in 0 2-saturated electrolyte, linear sweep voltammetry was performed between 3.0
and either 4.0 V (when using an Au disk) or 4.5 V (when using glassy carbon disk) after each 3
min hold at ORR potentials below 2.8 VU to oxidize any solid Li-0 2-related species deposited
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during electrolysis. Capacitive correction of disk and ring currents was done by subtracting the
current measured under Ar from that found in pure 02 under identical potentiostatic conditions.
Figure 9 Flowchart describing experimental and analytical protocols for superoxide collection
assessment
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3 Results
3.1 Collection Efficiency Calibration
Figure 10 shows CVs obtained at 50mV/s between 3.0 and 4.0 V and demonstrate a quasi-
reversible Fc/Fc+ couple with a peak separation of -300mV on both Au and glassy carbon. To
ensure that Fc' reduction proceeded under diffusion-limited conditions for the collection
experiments, a potential of 3.0 V were chosen for the ring. The collection efficiency, N, on glassy
carbon was 25.80 ± 0.32% (Figure 1 la) while that for Au was 25.97 ± 0.47% (Figure 1 lb).
These values were in good agreement with the application of Equation 5 to the RRDE geometry
used in subsequent experiments (disk radius = 5mm, inner ring radius = 6.5mm, outer ring radius
= 7.5mm), which resulted in a geometric collection efficiency of 25.5%.
Fc -+ Fc++'
30
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1 0 Glassy Carbon
0
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-20
Fc++e +Fc
-301 . a .2.8 3.0 3.2 3.4 3.6 3.8 4.0 4.2
Potendal (V vs LIILi)
Figure 10 Steady-state cyclic voltammograms of ferrocene oxidation/ferrocenium reduction on
glassy carbon and Au at 0 rpm in 50mM Fc in 0. lM LiClO 4 in DME.
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Figure 11 Disk and ring currents of the Fc/Fc redox reaction on (a) glassy carbon and (b) Au at
400, 600 and 900 rpm in 0.5mM ferrocene in 0.1M LiClO 4 in DME. The disk was held at 4.0 V
while the ring was held at 3.0 V vs Li/Lie to ensure diffusion-limited oxidation of Fc and
reduction of Fc+. The collection efficiency, N, on glassy carbon was 25.80 ± 0.32%, while that
for Au was 25.97 ± 0.47%. Error bars were calculated from the standard deviation of values
obtained at 400, 600 and 900 rpm.
3.2 Rotation Dependence of Superoxide Collection
Figure 12a shows CVs representing the ORR and oxygen evolution reaction (OER) in 02-
saturated 0. 1M LiClO 4 in DME between 2.0 - 4.5 V at rotation speeds between 0 and 2700 rpm.
At all rotation speeds, there is a monotonic increase in ORR current during the cathodic scan,
with an onset at -2.75 V, and a limiting ORR current around 0.24 pA/cm2. The presence of a
limiting peak, rather than a plateau, can be attributed either to charge transport limitations
through an insulating Li 20 2 layer deposited during the cathodic scan 14'46 or some ftmdamentally
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kinetic limitation.4 7 This interpretation is supported by the fact that the ORR peak does not
increase with rotation4 7, as would be expected for Li* or 02 mass transport-limited current.
No ring current is detected under static conditions, as no convective flow of superoxide
intermediates to the ring would occur. At 400, 900, 1600 and 2700 rpm, there is positive ring
current during ORR on the disk and a concomitant decrease in the peak OER current during the
anodic scan. This phenomenon is consistent with the convection and oxidation of a superoxide-
type species during ORR, and hence the formation (and subsequent oxidation) of less Li20 2 than
would be expected under static conditions. The negligible ring current during anodic scans (3.0 -
4.0 V) upon rotation suggests that Li20 2 oxidation proceeds without the involvement of soluble
superoxide radicals as during ORR, and is in agreement with in situ spectroscopic measurements
where LiO2 was not observed during Li 20 2 oxidation25 and with DEMS studies showing 2e-
/mole of 02 evolved during Li20 2 charging.13 28
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Figure 12 (a) CVs of ORR/OER in 0.1 M LiClO4 in DME on glassy carbon at 0, 400, 900, 1600
and 2700rpm showing disk (left axis) and ring (right axis) current densities. Ring is held at 3.5 V
(b) Estimated fractions of LiO2 (oxidized on ring) and Li20 2 (oxidized on disk) formed from
total ORR charge
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It is interesting to note that ring and disk current transients, and hence collection efficiencies for
superoxide, are similar for all positive rotation speeds. This suggests firstly that similar amounts
of superoxide-related species are produced during ORR irrespective of increased rotation, and
that these species do not chemically react with DME within the timescale of transit from disk to
ring (tens of milliseconds). Such chemical stability stands in contrast to organic carbonate-based
solvents, which have been shown to readily react with 02 14'15'48 A recent RRDE study44
calculated a first-order rate constant describing the reaction between the superoxide radical and
PC at 1 s~1, which is several orders of magnitude higher than that estimated for LiO 2
disproportionation (~ 10-1 s-1) 2, and indicates a very high reactivity in the former case. In
contrast, the relative stability of the collection efficiency of LiO 2 indicates a relatively stable or
negligibly (< 10-3 s-1) reactive superoxide in the presence of DME.
To quantify the relative amounts of Li20 2 and superoxide produced during the ORR, integrals of
the ring current during ORR (between 2.0 - 3.0 V) and disk current during OER (3.0 - 4.5 V)
with respect to time were performed to obtain the ring charge, Qring and OER charge, QOER
respectively. By comparing these quantities against the total charge produced during ORR, QORq,
the following relation, barring parasitic reactions with the electrolyte or other components, will
hold:
Qring + QOER 1 (6)
IIQORR QORR
where rj represents the geometric collection efficiency of the RRDE. The first term represents the
fraction of ORR charge represented by the production of superoxide radicals, and is nearly
constant at ~ 20% during rotation as seen in Figure 12b, while the second term denotes the
fraction of Li20 2 or other solid species such as Li 2CO 3 on the surface of the disk, and comprises
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the majority of the ORR charge. In the complete absence of side reactions with the electrolyte
solvent, both fractions are together expected to account for end products of the ORR and should
add up to 1.
As shown in Figure 12b, 85 - 90% of the ORR charge can be allocated to either superoxide or
the formation of Li2 0 2 and other solid species. The remaining fraction of the ORR charge may
be attributed to incomplete removal of Li2 CO 3 or other solid species such as HCO2Li and
CH 3CO 2Li, which may be formed during discharge from reactions between Li 20 2/superoxide
radicals and carbon.3' 19'49 This result demonstrates the relative chemical stability of LiO2, and
provides justification for using the RRDE to track the relative contributions of LiO 2 and Li 202
production to the overall ORR charge.
3.3 Potential Dependence of Superoxide collection on Carbon
While CV measurements provide evidence of the presence of a long-lived superoxide-related
intermediate during Li-ORR and its chemical stability in DME, the continuously varying disk
potential prevents a more in-depth study of the kinetics and corresponding lifetime of the
superoxide radical during ORR on different reaction surfaces. This is particularly so since
superoxide formation on an initially pristine surface becomes coupled with superoxide formation
on electrodeposited Li 20 2 as the cathodic scan proceeds.
To systematically investigate the effect of applied discharge potential on the lifetime of the
superoxide intermediate, potentiostatic ORR measurements were performed on the disk held at
various potentials between 2.0 and 3.0 V with the ring at 3.5 V in DME, DMF and DMSO-based
electrolytes on carbon (Figure 13) and Au (Figure 15). DMSO was chosen because it is actively
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being evaluated as an electrolyte solvent in Li-oxygen cells 26,50 ,5 1 , and has been recently shown
to promote long cycle life (up to ~100 cycles) when used as an electrolyte solvent with a
nanoporous Au cathode.' 3 The origin of this improvement, which is not observed for analogous
Au cathodes in DME13 and DMF39, is currently not completely understood.
Potentiostatic measurements show a clear dependence of LiO 2 stability on applied potential in
DMSO, DME and DMF. Figure 13a shows representative current responses to a step change in
disk potential from OCV to 2.6, 2.4, 2.2 and 2.0 V at a rotation rate of 900 rpm in 02 and Ar-
saturated DME on glassy carbon. The onset of significant ORR activity (at least 3 times above
the Ar background) begins at 2.6 V, where the disk current density is 0.041 mA/cm2 compared to
0.0015 mA/cm2 in Ar after 12 secs (see Figure 13 inset). This is supported by the potential
dependence of Ar-corrected disk (Figure 13b) and ring (Figure 13c) charges, which likewise
display an onset at 2.6 V.
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Figure 13 (a) Disk current transients in Ar and 0 2-saturated 0.1M LiClO 4 in DME at 2.6, 2.4,
2,2 and 2.0 V (b) Background-subtracted disk charge (c) Background-subtracted ring charge and
(d) Ring charge/Disk charge versus applied potential in 0.lM LiCLO 4 in DME (blue), 0.1M
LiClO 4 in DMSO (red) and 0. 1M LiClO 4 in DMF (green) on glassy carbon. RRDE rotation was
at 900 rpm.
Comparing Ar-corrected disk and ring charges among DME, DMF and DMSO, two features
stand out: (i) ring and disk charges in DME, DMF and DMSO reach maxima at 2.4, 2.5 and 2.6
V respectively; (ii) disk and ring charges at potentials greater than 2.4 V are markedly higher in
DMF than in DMSO and DME, but more comparable below 2.4 V.
Since the ring current corresponds to the oxidation of superoxide26 ,27, the first observation can be
explained by an increase in the kinetics of superoxide generation on the disk (and consequently
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higher concentrations of superoxide oxidized on the ring) with increasing overpotential between
the ORR onset potential and potential of maximum ring/disk charge, followed by the preferential
formation of Li20 2 on the disk at higher overpotentials. The latter regime may be dominated
either by direct electron transfer to surface superoxide or a higher rate of disproportionation from
increased local concentrations of superoxide, but will be limited to a capacity dictated by the low
conductivity of solid Li20 2, as will be discussed in detail below.
The existence of predominantly superoxide and Li20 2 formation regimes at low and high
overpotentials respectively is supported by several features of the data presented in Figure 13.
Firstly, disk charges within the superoxide regime, while too high to correspond to Li 202
formation, are consistent with continuous production of superoxide and its subsequent
convection to the ring. For instance, assuming that peak Ar-corrected disk charges in DME,
DMF and DMSO originate from the formation of a uniform, thin film Li20 2 with density 2.36
g/cm3 results in Li2 0 2 thicknesses of 21, 43 and 5 nm respectively. While a 5 nm Li 2O2 thickness
is a reasonable upper bound for Li 20 2 thickness, 21 and 43 nm are much higher than the 5 - 10
nm range within which conductivity limitations prevent the further deposition of Li20 2 on planar
carbon electrodes. 35' 36 Similar assumptions for disk charges at higher overpotentials (2.0 and 2.2
V) result in more reasonable Li 20 2 thicknesses between 2.3 and 6.7 nm. It should be noted that
such thin film morphologies are only assumed for purposes of comparing product formation
across different potentials, and may not exist for these electrodes, whose morphologies are not
examined in this study.
More evidence for the predominance of soluble superoxide species at low overpotentials is seen
from oxidative linear sweep voltammetry between 3.0 and 4.5 V at 50 mV/s following
potentiostatic ORR measurements on the disk (Figure 17). The CVs show markedly lower
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currents after potentiostatic holding at 2.7 V and above (not shown), suggesting a negligible net
deposition of Li 2 0 2 or other insoluble Li-0 2 reaction-related species during ORR at low
overpotentials. In contrast, the much higher currents observed at 2.6 V and below indicate the
electrodeposition of Li2 0 2 or other solid species. Additionally, the ratio of Ar-corrected ring-to-
disk charge (Qrzng/QoRR) decreases markedly with potential (Figure 13) in DME, DMF and
DMSO. This is clearly indicative of a higher fraction of ORR charge going towards the
production of superoxide at lower overpotentials, and toward Li2O2 or other insoluble species at
higher overpotentials.
It is particularly interesting to note that at low overpotentials (2.6 and 2.7 V) Qring/QoR in
DMSO is about 20% which begins to approach the geometric collection efficiency of the RRDE
(25%). This implies that roughly 80% (0.2/0.25) of the ORR activity is represented by
superoxide formation. In contrast, only 20% (0.05/0.25) of the ORR charge can be traced to LiO2
at 2.0 V.
From Figure 13b, the onset of LiO 2 formation starts at 2.7 V in DMSO but at 2.6 V in DME and
DMF. This phenomenon is consistent with faster LiO2 formation kinetics in the former case.
That this difference is fundamentally kinetic in origin is supported by CV measurements by
Laoire et a15 1 of the 02/02~ redox couple on a glassy carbon electrode in DME and DMSO where
the larger separation between anodic and cathodic peaks in DME (1.21 V) compared to DMSO
(0.23 V) was attributed to more sluggish electron transfer kinetics in the former case. In further
support of this hypothesis, galvanostatic tests in lithium-oxygen cells have shown -100 mV
higher discharge potentials in DMSO compared to ether-based electrolytes on Ketjen300 26 and
graphene-derived5 0 carbon substrates.
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Figure 13d shows slighter higher LiO 2 collection fractions between 2.5 and 2.7 V in DMSO and
DMF than in DME, indicating a higher chemical stability of LiO 2 in the former solvents than in
DME.
Differences in LiO 2 solubility among various electrolyte solvents have been explained in terms
of Pearson's hard soft acid base (HSAB) theory, where hard acids are more stable against hard
bases and soft acids against soft bases. Li+, being a hard acid, would thus not be stable when
coupled to 02, which is a weak base.
In particular, Laoire and co-workers have used cyclic voltammetry to study the influence of the
electrolyte solvent donor number on the stability of the superoxide radical in the presence of Li
ions.51 A series of CVs showing ORR and OER in Li-containing electrolytes were obtained by
limiting the cathodic scan window to successively lower potentials, and examining the resulting
anodic features in turn (Figure 14). The authors observed that in DMSO, when the cathodic scan
is limited to 2.6 V (where 2e- transfer to 02, leading to solid Li2 0 2 formation is most limited),
there was a corresponding anodic peak (Epai) at 2.75 V (Figure 14b). The appearance of this
anodic peak below the thermodynamic potential for Li20 2 formation (2.96 V) is clear evidence
for the stability of a superoxide-related species in DMSO, since the thermodynamic potential for
the 02/02~ couple in the absence of Li is around 2 V.2 3
Furthermore, the absence of this corresponding anodic peak in cathodic-limited CVs in DME
(Figure 14a), acetonitrile (MeCN) and tetraglyme (TEGDME) indicates faster disproportionation
to Li20 2 or otherwise higher superoxide reactivity. Considering that the order of solvent Lewis
basicity as characerized by the donor number is DMSO(29.8) > DME(20.0) > TEGDME(16.6) >
MeCN(14.1), the authors conclude that electrolyte solvents with high Lewis basicity are able to
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better solvate and reduce the hard Lewis acidity of Li*, and thereby increase the lifetime the Li+-
02- ion pair during oxygen reduction.
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Figure 14 Cyclic voltammograms for ORR and OER in (a) 0.1M LiPF6 in DME and (b) 0.1M
LiPF6 in DMSO at various potential windows on glassy carbon at 100 mV/s 51
Since the collection efficiency of superoxide is directly correlated to its stability in solution, the
higher basicity of DMSO (donor number = 29.8) and DMF (donor number = 26.6) solvent
molecules compared to DME (donor number = 20.0) therefore explains higher collection
efficiencies in the former solvent. DMSO and DMF, being more electron-donating to Li+ than
DME, moderate the hard Lewis acidity of Li* ions and better stabilize the Li*-02~ pair, in a
similar manner to how TBA, which is an intrinsically weak base, is stable against 02~.
A recent RRDE study further demonstrates the ability of DMSO to better stabilize LiO2 in
comparison to solvents with lower donor number. It was shown from CV experiments that the
addition of DMSO in a 1:200 volume ratio to an acetonitrile-based electrolyte (acetonitrile donor
number = 14.1) resulted in an increase in the collection efficiency of superoxide from 0.4% to
-25% 27
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The existence of a potential dependence on superoxide lifetime has implications both for the
growth mechanisms and associated morphologies of Li2 0 2 as well as parasitic reactivity during
ORR. Recent studies examining the dependence of Li 20 2 morphology on the applied discharge
rate/overpotential during ORR on vertically aligned carbon nanotubes (VACNTs) 37 and Vulcan
carbon 30 in ether-based electrolytes have found that Li 20 2 discs form at low applied
overpotentials or discharge rates, while thin-film deposits or coatings of Li 20 2 dominate at
higher overpotentials. It has been hypothesized on the basis of these studies that different
reaction pathways govern the growth processes of these different structures, with aggregation
and chemical disproportionation of LiO2 species resulting in the evolution of Li2 0 2 discs and
direct, surface-mediated 2e- transfer to 02 largely responsible for Li 20 2 coatings. 30
Results presented here support this hypothesis, as the collection efficiency of superoxide at very
low applied overpotentials during ORR is very close to to the geometric collection efficiency and
indicates a very high soluble superoxide stability at potentials equal to or greater than 2.6 V. This
observation correlates with surface-sensitive X-ray absorption measurements showing that Li 202
discs (formed at low applied overpotentials during ORR) exhibit superoxide-like/oxygen-rich
surface chemistry, while particles (formed at high applied overpotentials during ORR) are
largely stoichiometric 37, and is in agreement with recent DFT studies predicting that ORR at low
overpotentials is likely to result in the formation of Li 20 2 with O-rich surfaces.53
The detection of soluble superoxide species formed on carbon in DME, DMF and DMSO-based
electrolytes is in also in agreement with density functional theory (DFT) calculations suggesting
that adsorption energies of LiO2 on the basal plane of graphitic carbon are relatively weak
(ranging from 0.29 - 0.46 eV)54 . These species are therefore likely to be highly labile during
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ORR, and detectable by techniques such as RRDE, which rely on the convection of solution-
based species.
DFT studies have additionally suggested that, as opposed to the inert basal plane of carbon,
oxygen reduction in the presence of Li proceeds very readily on more unstable armchair or di-
vacancy sites 54 on carbon to form Li2 CO 3 or other products. The stability of LiO 2 in DME, DMF
and DMSO-based electrolytes during ORR on carbon may therefore explain the widespread
formation and accumulation of parasitic products such as Li2 CO 3, CH 3CO2Li and HCO2Li in
carbon-based cathodes during lithium-oxygen cell cycling in a wide range of otherwise stable
organic3, 10 ,19, 2 0 and even ionic liquid-based55 electrolyte solvents.
3.4 Potential Dependence of Superoxide Collection on Au
On the basis of carbon reactivity, "carbon-free" cathodes based on nanoporous Au13'39 and
mesoporous metal oxides 56' 57 are actively being considered for Li-Air batteries. Since the
adsorption energy/reactivity of LiO 2 will vary depending on the nature of the reaction
surface58 '59, an examination of LiO 2 formation kinetics and lifetimes on these various proposed
potential cathode surfaces is crucial to assessing their feasibility for practical applications.
The potential dependence of LiO2 generation on Au in DME and DMSO exhibits some
differences from the analogous case on glassy carbon. Figure 15a shows representative current
responses to a step change in disk potential from OCV to 2.6, 2.4, 2.2 and 2.0 V at a rotation rate
of 900 rpm in 02 and Ar-saturated DME on Au. Similar to results obtained on glassy carbon,
disk and ring charge maxima are observed, as well as higher overall ORR activity in DMSO and
DMF relative to DME. The onset of ORR activity in DME begins at 2.5 V, while the analogous
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process on glassy carbon starts at 2.6 V. Similarly, the peak ORR disk charge on Au is 0.56 mC
at 2.2 V, in contrast to that of glassy carbon at 0.92 mC at 2.4 V, suggesting that the kinetics of
LiO 2 formation are slower on Au in DME than on glassy carbon in DME.
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Figure 15 (a) Disk current transients in Ar and 0 2-saturated 0.1M LiClO 4 in DME at 2.6, 2.4,
2,2 and 2.0 V (b) Background-subtracted disk charge (c) Background-subtracted ring charge and
(d) Ring charge/Disk charge versus applied potential in 0.1M LiClO4 in DME (blue) and 0.1M
LiClO4 in DMSO (red) on Au at 900rpm.
The origin of this difference is currently unknown, but is likely related to one of the following
possibilities. The first is the tendency for metal electrodes to interact strongly with the
superoxide radical, or otherwise render the 02/02 redox couple more irreversible than it would
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be on carbon as shown by Sawyer et al23 and in Figure 4. Following HSAB theory, since DME is
a weak Lewis base, it will poorly solvate Li+ ions, and lead to a more unstable Lie-02~ pair with
higher reactivity with Au during ORR. Another explanation could be the susceptibility of
polycrystalline Au to form complex passivating films during electrochemical cycling in DME.14
This latter possibility is particularly relevant to this study as the Au electrode is
electrochemically "cleaned" of any deposited material by cycling between 3.0 and 4.0 V after
each potentiostatic ORR measurement in 0 2-saturated electrolyte. Au hydroxide has been shown
by Fourier-Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) to form above 3.2 V 14 , and might therefore
subtly influence the kinetics of LiO2 formation over time.
While the current response and associated ring and disk charges during ORR on Au in DMF are
similar to that of glassy carbon in DMF, similar measurements in DMSO show significant
differences between glassy carbon in DMSO. Both surfaces exhibit peak ring and disk charges at
2.6 V, but no net generation of superoxide below 2.5 V in the case of Au (Figure 15).
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Figure 16 Ring charge/Disk charge versus applied potential in 0.1 M LiClO 4 in DMSO on carbon(filled circles) and Au (open circles) at 900rpm. Error bars are calculated from 3 independent
measurements.
This is indicative of a more kinetically facile pathway to the formation of Li2 0 2 on Au in DMSO
than exists on Au in DME or on carbon. A recent investigation by Peng et al 3 of Li-0 2 cell
electrochemistry using a nanoporous Au cathode showed by FTIR and Raman spectroscopy that
Li2 O2 is the primary discharge product during continuous cycling in 0.1 M LiClO 4 in DMSO.
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Figure 17 Linear sweep voltammetry measurements at 50 mV/s following potentiostatic ORR at
2.7, 2.6, 2.4 and 2.0 V on (a) glassy carbon in 0.1M LiClO4 in DME (b) Au in 0.1M LiClO4 in
DME (c) glassy carbon in 0.1M LiClO4 in DMSO (d) Au in 0.1M LiClO4 in DMSO to oxidize
electrodeposited species.
Additionally, in contrast to DMSO, they also showed that ORR on an Au electrode in 0.1M
LiClO4 in DME led to significant electrolyte decomposition1. This observation is consistent
with the results in Figure 15d, showing that LiO 2 generated on Au in DME is more stable/long-
lived than that formed in DMSO, and is therefore more prone to electrolyte attack over the
typical timescale of galvanostatic discharge.
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Figure 18 Separate measurements of ring charge/disk charge versus applied potential in 0.1M
LiClO4 in DMSO, DMF and DME on (a) glassy carbon and (b) Au
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3.5 Mechanistic Implications
The stability of the superoxide radical in the three electrolyte solvents studied may be explained
by accounting for two sets of interactions: between the superoxide radical and the electrolyte
solvent and superoxide and electrode surface. In the first case, the lifetime of the superoxide
radical is directly related to the ability for solvent molecules to acts as electron donors in order to
moderate the hard Lewis acidity of Li+ and stabilize the Li-02 bond, in accordance with HSAB
theory. Such stability thereby reduces, but does not completely eliminate, the propensity for LiO 2
to attack electrolyte solvents through nucleophilic reactions. 10' 14'39 In the case of electrode
interactions, the adsorption energy/degree of interaction between superoxide and the reaction
surface is of critical importance. Higher adsorption energies favor the stabilization of superoxide
on the surface of the electrode, where further reduction or disproportionation to Li 20 2 may occur
during ORR.
Since the adsorption energy of LiO2 on the basal plane of carbon is very low (0.29 - 0.5 eV) 54,
superoxide radicals produced on carbon are highly labile, and better able to react with and
decompose a wide range of electrolyte solvents, including those evaluated in this study. Even in
the case of electrolytes considered highly stable, such as ionic-liquid based configurations55
superoxide radicals can react with the more unstable oxidized COx sites 54 on carbon to form side
products that may then accumulate during cycling.
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This explains the general similarity in the potential dependence of superoxide stability during
ORR in DMSO, DMF and DME on glassy carbon, where the lifetime of superoxide is
determined not by solvent properties, but by the applied ORR potential: at low overpotentials,
the kinetics of Li 20 2 formation from LiO 2 are slow and therefore a higher fraction of total ORR
charge is detected in the superoxide form. These differences in stability provide support for two
different growth mechanisms responsible for toroidal and thin film morphologies of Li20 2, as
discussed above. The high mobility of LiO 2 in this scenario may also explain the widespread
evidence of accumulation of side products and associated capacity fade observed in the vast
majority of carbon-based Li-0 2 cathodes reported in the literature.0 ,15 ,16,20
In contrast to carbon, superoxide stability on Au exhibits a strong dependence on the nature of
the electrolyte solvent. DFT studies 58' 59 and cyclic voltammetry2 3 experiments confirm that the
adsorption energy/interaction of superoxide on Au is higher than that of carbon. Thus,
superoxide produced on Au will have a greater tendency to interact with the electrode surface
and be reduced to Li202, as opposed to being solubilized by the electrolyte, and promoting side
reactions.
This observation, when coupled with the effect of the Lewis basicity of electrolyte solvent
basicity (represented by donor number) on the stability of Li*-02~ ion pair, explains the
superoxide stability trend obtained on Au in DMSO, DMF and DME. Because DMSO has the
highest donor number (29.8) of the solvents studied, it is best able to stabilize the Li*-02~ ion
pair, and thereby allow maximal interaction between the superoxide ion and the surface of Au,
leading to its most efficient reduction/disproportionation to Li 20 2, and hence little detection of
LiO 2 below 2.5 V. DME, which has the lowest donor number of 20.0 is least able to stabilize the
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Li*-02~ ion pair and therefore permits the highest fraction of LiO 2 to be detected in solution even
at high overpotentials. DMF, with a donor number of 26.6, represents the intermediate case.
Understanding the effect of the nature of the reaction surface and electrolyte solvents on the
stability of LiO2 may shed light on reaction mechanisms in practical lithium-oxygen cells.
However, systematic studies of Li-0 2 reaction intermediate stability using spectroscopic
techniques represent one route to extending electrochemical insights from model systems to real
cells. These will be discussed in detail below.
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4 Conclusions and Future Work
Fundamentally understanding reaction mechanisms during Li-0 2 cell operation is critical for
implementing battery chemistries with high reversibility and long cycle life. Central to this task
is investigating the lifetime of Li-0 2 reaction intermediates, since they are thought to contribute
to the poor chemical stability of cell components such as the cathode surface, electrolyte and
binder. In this thesis, the RRDE technique has been used to probe the influence of electrolyte
solvent and reaction surface on superoxide stability.
It was found that the relative quantity of the superoxide radical generated during ORR exhibits
potential dependence, such that more superoxide is produced as a fraction of total ORR charge at
low overpotentials than at high overpotentials. This basic trend is observed in DMSO, DMF and
DME-based electrolytes, and indicates that the lifetime of the superoxide radical is higher at
lower overpotentials than at higher overpotentials. Understanding the lifetime of superoxide at
different applied potentials is particularly relevant to recent experimental studies suggesting that
the growth processes of Li20 2 discs formed at low overpotentials are governed by the
aggregation and disproportionation of LiO2 , while thin deposits/small particles of Li20 2 originate
chiefly from surface-mediated electron transfer to LiO2.30 The higher lifetime of LiO2 at lower
overpotentials is consistent with this growth mechanism, and also provides a path to explaining
why Li 2O2 discs have 0-rich/superoxide-like surface chemistry, and particles are largely
stoichiometric. 37
Several important differences were observed upon ORR in DMSO, DMF and DME electrolytes.
On both carbon and Au, superoxide formation was found to begin at higher potentials in DMSO
than in DMF and DME, indicating that LiO 2 formation has the fastest kinetics in DMSO. While
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this result is consistent with previously reported observations 26,50 that discharge voltage plateaus
are ~100 mV higher in DMSO than in ether-based electrolytes, more systematic studies
explicitly relating superoxide formation to applied potential in practical cells are necessary to
validate the hypothesis that faster superoxide formation kinetics are responsible for this
difference.
In addition to the role of the solvent, the electrode surface was also found to influence the ORR
kinetics and pathways. It was found that no LiO 2 was produced below 2.5 V on an Au surface,
and that the kinetics of Li 20 2 formation was much faster on Au in DMSO than on Au in DME.
This difference may be explained in terms of the effect of solvent basicity on the stability of
LiO2 and suggests higher stability of superoxide on Au in DMSO in comparison to Au in DME
in DMF. This is consistent with a higher degree of electrolyte attack in DME and DMF, and is in
agreement with recent experimental studies showing that Li-0 2 electrochemistry is more
reversible in DMSO than in DMF39 and DME.1 3 This highlights the important relationship
among LiO2 lifetime, the formation of parasitic species and the ultimate reversibility of Li-0 2
electrochemistry for a given set of cell parameters/chemistries.
The work in this thesis demonstrates the use of the RRDE both as a method for probing Li-0 2
reaction intermediate reactivity under different conditions, and as screening tool for predicting
Li-0 2 cell configurations most prone to the formation of parasitic species during ORR, and hence
progressively higher OER overpotentials during cycling. 19
Future work should also include studies that couple electrochemical with in situ spectroscopic
investigation of the Li-0 2 reaction, where reaction intermediates and products can be directly
identified. A recent in situ ambient pressure X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (APXPS) study
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of the Li-0 2 reaction in a solid-state cell6 o represents a step in this direction. In this investigation,
reversible formation and decomposition of Li20 2 was visualized for the first time, in the absence
of potentially reactive electrolyte and binder components. Applying this concept to techniques
that are more sensitive than APXPS to element-specific electronic and local structure such as X-
ray Absorption Near Edge Structure (XANES) will give valuable information on the intrinsic
relationship between surface and bulk chemistries of the reaction product and associated ORR
and OER overpotentials.
In order to in probe reaction mechanisms under more practical conditions, i.e. including
electrolyte solvent, vibrational methods such as Raman and FTIR are more appropriate. Raman
spectroscopy has been successfully used for in situ characterization of reaction intermediates and
products, but has limited sensitivity in detecting species in the presence of carbon, whose
prominent D and G vibrational bands make the detection of other species difficult. 61
Spectroscopic methods such as electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) may prove useful in
better identifying reaction intermediates, especially in solution. EPR is particularly suited to the
detection of paramagnetic species such as the superoxide radical4' both as a solution-based
molecular species, and in solid-state form. 62 In situ electrochemical studies involving EPR would
therefore be able to more explicitly couple the ORR overpotential dependence of various
observed Li 20 2 morphologies to different lifetimes of LiO2. Additionally EPR studies during
OER would grant the ability to infer the evolution of singlet oxygen, which has been speculated
to promote electrolyte degradation 63 during radiative transitions to ground state, EPR-active
triplet oxygen.
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